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Abstract. In this work we study several scalar field potentials as a plausible candidate to be the 
dark matter in the universe. The main idea is the following; if the scalar field is an ultralight boson 
particle, it condensates like a Bose-Einstein system at very early times and forms the basic structure 
of the Universe. Real scalar fields collapse in equilibrium configurations which oscillate in space-
time (oscillatons). The cosmological behavior of the field equations are solved using the dynamical 
system formalism. We use the currentcosmologicalparameters as constraints for the free parameters 
of the scalar field potentials. We are able to reproduce very well the cosmological predictions of the 
standard ACDM model with some scalar field potentials. Therefore, scalar field dark matter seems 
to be a good alternative to be the nature of the dark matter of the universe. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Scalar fields are one of the most interesting and most mysterious fields in theoretical 
physics. Fundamental scalar fields are needed in all unification's theories, however, there 
are not experimental evidence of its existence. From the standard model of particles 
which needs the Higgs boson, until the superstring theory which contains the dilaton, 
passing through the Kaluza-Klein and the Brans-Dicke theories or thought the inflation
ary model, scalar fields are necessary fields. Doubtless, if they exist, they have some 
features which make them very special. 

The Scalar Field Dark Matter (SFDM) model has been constructed step by step. One 
of the first candidates to be scalar field dark matter is the axion, one of the solutions to 
the strong-CP problem in QCD (see an excellent review in [21]). Essentially, the axion 
is a scalar field with mass restricted by observations to ^ 1 O^^eV, which has its origin at 
10^^° seconds after the big bang, when the energy of the Universe was lO'^GeV. This 
candidate is till now one of the most accepted candidates for the nature of dark matter, 
if its abundance is about 10^ particles per cubic centimeter. 

At the end of the last century Peebles & Vilenkin [38] proposed that a scalar field 
driven by inflation can behave as a perfect fluid and can have interesting observational 
consequences in structure formation. Besides that, they performed a sound waves anal
ysis of this hypothesis giving some qualitative ideas for the evolution of these fields and 
called it fluid dark matter [39, 40]. At the same time, independently and in an opposite 
way, Matos & Guzman [27] proposed that a scalar field coming from some unify the-
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ory can condensate and collapse to form halos of galaxies. Very early, this scalar field 
behaves as a perfect fluid, however its ultralight mass causes that the bosons condensate 
at very high temperature and collapse in a very different way as the fluid dark matter of 
Peebles & Vilenkin [38] did. They were able to fit reasonably rotation curves of some 
galaxies using an exact solution of the Einstein equations with an exponential poten
tial [27, 12, 5]. The first cosmological study of the SFDM was performed in Matos & 
Ureiia-Lopez [30, 31] where a cosh scalar field potential was used. The cosmology re
produces all features of the A Cold Dark Matter (ACDM) model in the linear regime of 
perturbations. 

On the other hand, Lesgourgues, Arbey & Salati [23] and Arbey, Lesgourgues & Salati 
[2] used a complex scalar field with a quartic potential np-(j)(j)^ + ?^{(j)(j)^)^ and solved 
perturbations equations (weak field limit approximation) to fit the rotational curves of 
dwarf galaxies with a very good accuracy, provided that m'*/A '-^50 — 75 eV*. The 
importance of scalar fields in the dark sector has been increased, for instance, several 
authors have investigated the unification of dark matter and dark energy in a single 
scalar field [37, 2, 6]. Recently Liddle & Ureiia-Lopez [24], Liddle, Cedric & Ureiia-
Lopez [25] proposed that the landscape of superstring theory can provide the Universe 
with a 0^ + A scalar field potential. Such scalar field can inflate the Universe during its 
early epoch, after that, the scalar field can decay into dark matter. The constant A can be 
interpreted as the cosmological one. This model could explain all unknown components 
of the Universe in a simple way. Another interesting model in order to explain the scalar 
fields unification, dark sector and inflation, is using a complex scalar field protected by 
an internal symmetry [41]. 

In the present work the main idea is that if scalar fields are fundamental, they live as 
unified fields in some very early moment at the origin of the Universe. As the Universe 
expands, the scalar fields cool together with the rest of the particles until they decouple 
from the rest of the matter. After that, only the expansion of the Universe will keep 
cooling the scalar fields. If the scalar field fluctuation is under the critical temperature of 
condensation, the object will collapse as a BEC. After inflation, primordial fluctuations 
cause that the scalar fields collapse and form halos of galaxies and galaxy clusters. The 
cooling of scalar fields continue till the fluctuation separates from the expansion of the 
Universe. 

In this work we study the most simple models of SFDM, using a scalar field with 
different potentials. In section we review the statistic of a boson gas to condensate and 
form a BEC, focusing in the necessary features for the BEC to form a halo of a galaxy 
and integrate the Einstein equations with a BEC matter. In section we transform the 
Einstein field equations into a dynamical system, then we numerically integrate them. 
We give some conditions on how these field equations can give the right behavior to 
reproduce the Universe we observed. In section we review a simple model which 
propose a new mechanism to unify inflaton-phantom using a complex scalar field. 
Finally in section we conclude that this SFDM model could explain the dark matter 
of the Universe. 
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SELF-GRAVITATING BEC 

In this section we give some general features of the gravitational collapse of the BEC, 
we only pretend to show a generic behavior of any self-gravitating BEC. The BEC 
cosmology have been studied by Fukuyama, Masahiro & Tatekawa [11] and many 
numerical simulations of this collapse are given in Alcubierre et al. [1], Guzman & 
Ureiia-Lopez [15], Guzman F. S. & Ureiia-Lopez, L. [16] and besides. Guzman, F. S. 
& Ureiia-Lopez [13] found that a BEC in the ground state are very stable under different 
initial conditions. After the Bose gas condensates the gravitational force makes the gas 
collapse and form self-gravitating objects. Let us suppose that the halo is spherically 
symmetric, which could not be to far from the reality. In that case, the space-time metric 
reads 

ds^ = -(^"'dt^ + ^^^g + ?d^, (1) 
r 

where the function v = v(r) is essentially the Newtonian potential and M = M{r) is the 
mass function given by 

M = An j p r^dr, 

dy_ _ M + Anr^ P 
dr " ^ r 2 ( l - 2 M G ) - ^•^> 

The Einstein field equations reduce to equations (2) and the Oppenheimer-Volkov 
equation 

dP ^ {P + p){M+Anr^P) 

dr r ^ l - ^ ) • ^^ 

Let us focus in the case when the gas is far from forming a black hole. In that case we 
suppose that 2MG « r and equation (3) reduces to 

dP 
— = -AnGrP{P + p). (4) 

The equation of state can be easily obtained from the relations PV = 2/3 U, N and U 
developed for a Bose gas in statistical mechanics and used by Matos, Vazquez & Magaiia 
[34]. Combining all equations we obtain that 

P 
^5/2(2) , s5/3 . - . 

/ .snip-poY', (5) 
3/2(2)^/'^ 

(o{p-pof\ (6) 

In 

m 
N5/3 

where co is the constant 
2K g5/2(z) 

^^'"g,l2{zY"' 
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and po = niij, < no > /V is the mean density of the particles in the ground state. Thus, 
the Oppenheimer-Volkov equation (3) transforms into 

dp 
dr 

12 
-7tGr{p-po){co{p-po) 5/3 _ (8) 

This differential equation can be easily numerically solved. Nevertheless, we have 
two interesting limits of equation (8). First suppose that the co constant is small such 
that P « p. This situation occurs for big scalar field masses m,p '-^ mpianch In that case, 
the equation (8) contains an analytical solution given by 

PW = 
po 

1 - 1 Po 
P(0) 

e"5 TzGpQr 
(9) 

where p(0) is the central density of the BEC. Observe that when r ^ oo, the function 
p (r) ^ Po. For numerical convenience we set p (0) = epo in the plot, being e a constant. 
The function changes dramatically for different values of e. If e > 1, the density p{r) 
decreases, but if e < 1 the density increases. The behavior of the density is shown in 
Fig. 1. This means that if the central density of the BEC is bigger than the density of 

FIGURE 1. Plot of the p{r) function given in equation (9) for e < 1 (top plot) and for e > 1 (down 
plot). The plot is done in terms of p(r)/po. We have set e = 2 and e = 1/2 for each plot, respectively and 
Po = 0.002. 

the ground state, we have the upper profile in Fig. 1, but if it is less than it, we have the 
bottom profile. 

The second and for us, a more interesting limit of equation (8) is when P » p. This 
occurs when the scalar field mass is small enough m^ < < nipianck, as for astrophysical 
BEC. In this limit the Oppenheimer-Volkov equation has also an analytical solution 
given by 

p{r) P(0) -Po 
(2;rGr2to(p(0)-

/ p{0)l(o 
\2nGr^p{Q) + \ 

P0)V3 +1)3/5 

3/5 

+ Po, 

Po, 

(10) 
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Vrot 

Rotation curves 

FIGURE 2. Rotation curve derived from mefric (12). The velocity and the coordinate r are in arbifrary 
units. 

or equivalently P = \/{2nGr^ + 1/P(0)). In this case the pressure dominates the BEC, 
the pressure acquire a maximum for P(0). Far away enough from the center of the BEC 
we can approximate equation (10) with 

which implies a space-time metric for the BEC given by 

ds^ 
dr^ 

l-2(ror4/5 + |;rGpor 
-exp{2v)df- + r^dQ}, 

(11) 

(12) 

where ro = \Q/9{An^/oy')^!^. Function v determines the circular velocity (the rotation 
curves) Vrot of test particles around the BEC. Using the geodesic equation of metric (12) 
one obtains that FĴ ^ = rgtt^r/i'^gtt) =rv' [29]. Using equations (2) we can integrate the 
function v and obtain the rotation curves. The plot is shown in Fig. 2, where we see 
that the form of the rotation curves are analogous as the expected from the observed in 
galaxies, specially in LSB and dwarf ones [9, 10, 47] besides SFDM predicts a core 
density profile that could have some astrophysics advantages [44] over the standard 
model (cuspy profiles). However, the discussion of the central region of the rotation 
curves continue. This is the main reason why it is not convenient to try self-gravitating 
BECs in the Newtonian limit. Remain that the Newton theory can be derived from 
the Einstein one for slow velocities, weak fields and pressures much smaller than the 
densities. However these last conditions is not fulfilled in self-gravitating BEC. 

From these results and from the simulations given in Guzman, F. S. & Ureiia-Lopez 
[13] it follows a novel paradigm for structure formation, which is different from the 
bottom-up one. In the SFDM paradigm, after the big bang the scalar field expands till 
decouples from the rest of the matter. If the scalar field has sufficient small mass such 
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that its critical temperature of condensation is less than the temperature of decoupling, 
the scalar field forms a BEC. Then the scalar field collapses forming objects which final 
mass is not bigger than the critical mass Wp/anci/"^^- These objects contain a density 
profile very similar to the profile shown in the top of Fig. 1. They are very stable under 
perturbations. It has been proposed that the dark matter in galaxies and clusters is a 
scalar field with a mass of lO^^^eV [1]. If this were the case, the main difference for 
the structure formation of this ultralight scalar field with the bottom-up paradigm is that 
the SFDM objects form just after the collapse of the scalar field and remain so during 
the rest of the Universe expansion. Furthermore, they can collide together but after the 
collision the objects remain unaltered, since they behave like solitons [4]. This means 
that in a merging of BEC they pass through each other without some alterations in its 
total mass as collision-less dark matter. This paradigm implies then that we must be able 
to see well formed galaxies with the actual masses for very large redshifts, longer than 
those predicted by the bottom-up paradigm, i.e., by CDM. In this sense some authors [7] 
suggest a discrepancy between the observed population of massive spheroidal galaxies 
at high redshift with the numerical simulations of hierarchical merging in a ACDM 
scenario that under-predict this population. However, the discussion continues because 
other physical processes, as feedback, could have important effects in this galaxies. 

THE COSMOLOGY 

In this section we review the Cosmology given by a SFDM model considering several 
scalar field potentials as examples. 

Based on the current observations of 5-year WMAP data [18] we will consider a 
Universe evolving in a spatially-flat Friedmann Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker space-time. 
We assume this kind of Universe contains a real scalar field (0) as dark matter, radiation 
(r), neutrinos (v), baryons (b) and a cosmological constant (A) as dark energy. 
Thus, the Lagrangian for this system is given by 

£=V^{R-^<s>-^y). (13) 

where the total energy density and pressure of a homogeneous scalar field is determined 
by 

whereas the radiation and baryonic components are represented by perfect fluids with 
baryotropic equation of state Py = (7— \)PY, where 7 is a constant, 0 < 7 < 2. For 
example, for radiation and neutrinos (jr^v = f), for baryons (7^ = 1) and finally for a 
cosmological constant (7^ = 0). 
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Thus, the field equations for a Universe with these components are given by 

py + 3rHpy=0, (14) 

and the Friedmann equation 

H--2 
2 

02+F(( / ) )+p^y (15) 

being K^ = %nG. In order to analyze the behavior of the different components of 
this Universe, we are going to use the dynamical system formalism following Matos, 
Vazquez & Magaiia [34]. 

Then, following the procedure for transforming equations (14) and (15), with an 
arbitrary potential, into a dynamical system, we define the dimensionless variables 

K 0 _ K ^/V 

K 7P7 
76/ / ' " ^ V 3 / / ' 

V3 H 
(16) 

x' --

1/ -
U 

4 = 
// ' 
77 

= ' " + 2 ^ ^ V ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ' 

3 ^ K ^^ X 
- T\ij \ V 

2 V6//2 '^ u 

= f(n-r)z7. 
= -(2x2 + 74) = -n . 

Using above definitions (16), the evolution equations (14) transform into an au
tonomous system 

(17a) 

(17b) 

(17c) 

(17d) 

The latter equation (17d) can be written also as 

s' = ^ns, (18) 

for the variable s = cte/H and determines the evolution of the horizon. Here and in 
the rest of the paper, prime denotes a derivative with respect to the e-folding number 
N = ln(a). Moreover, the Friedmann equation (15) becomes a constraint of the variables 
such that 

F=x^+u^+z^^=l. (19) 
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Because we are considering an expanding Universe which implies H>0 and taking into 
account the variable definitions (16), we can see that M,Zy > 0. 

On the other hand, the density rate quantities Q.x = Px/Pcrit can be obtained using the 
variables (16), one arrives at 

D.DM -

i i y — 

Q A = 

= x^ + u^ 
- z2 

= f (20) 

where we have added explicitly a cosmological constant variable / = ZA. Besides that, 
with the physical constraint 0 < Q < 1 and the Friedmann equation Q.DM + ̂ r+^A = 1 
the phase space of variables {x, M,Zy, /} is bounded by 

0<^+u^+z?y+f < 1. 

Observe that if we derive (19) with respect to N and substitute system (17) into this, 
we obtain 

i^' = 3 ( i ^ - i ) n , (21) 

indicating that constraint (19) is compatible with system (17) for all scalar field poten
tials if the Friedmann equation is fulfilled. 

Now we show that system (17) together with constraint (19) is completely integrable. 
To integrate system (17), first observe that we can substitute 3/211 from equation (18) 
into the rest of the equations. With this substitution equation (17c) can be integrated in 
terms of 5 as 

Zy=^/d^sexp{-^rN), (22) 

where ily is an integration constant. Then we multiply (17a) by 2x and (17b) by 2 M 
and sum both equations. We obtain 

{x^ + u^y = -6x^ + 2\n{sy{x^ + u^). (23) 

After that we use constraint (19) and equation (22) into equation (23) to obtain 

6x2 ^ 2 ln(5)' - 3752nf^ exp(-3 jN). (24) 

Finally we have to integrate equation (18) with all these results. If we substitute (24) 
and (22) into (17d) or (18) we obtain 0 = 0, that means s is an arbitrary variable which 
parametrizes the decrease of H and can be cast into the system as a control variable, a 
similar result is found by Ureiia-Lopez & Reyes-Ibarra [52]. In other words, equations 
(17d) and (18) are actually identities, and not equations. In what follows we will use 
this important result. 

Thus, we set the variable s from system (17) as arbitrary in the equations (17a), 
(17b) and (17c). 
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Of course, to guess variable s in order to fulfill constraint (15) is not so easy. In order 
to avoid this problem we can consider the observed dynamics for H and model it by the 
following ansatz 

f n—1 

H = ^ , (25) 

because it is well-know the behavior for H at different epochs 

•^dust = T- , //rad =Yf ^ ^ ^ y J- *̂ ^̂ ^ 

There exists a restriction in the parameter n. Because we know from observations that 
H is a function monotonically decreasing, therefore n has to satisfy n > 0. With the 
ansatz (25), the dynamical equation for s reads 

s' = {mto)"-^ n (^y =sos-\ (27) 

where we have defined k=l/n — 2. 

Using this ansatz we can reduce till quadratures the solution of system (17). In 
order to do this, notice that 

Now using the latter identity, equation (17c) can be integrated to give 

for each corresponding value of 7. Finally, equations (17a) and (17b) can be integrated 
as follows. We divide (17a) by x and (17b) by u and take the difference between both 
equations. We define y = x/u to obtain 

}/ + 3y + q{N)/ = -q{N), (28) 

where function q{N) = [so{k+ 1) TV+ 5i ]'/(*+'). Equation (28) is a Riccati equation 
which can be reduce to a Bernoulli equation by defining j = w+yi, where j i is a known 
solution of (28). It reduces to 

w'+{3+2qyi)w + qz^ = 0. (29) 

Equation (29) can be further reduced by defining W = 1 /w, we obtain 

W'-{3+2qyi)W-q = 0, (30) 

which its integral is 

e^ e ^qdN, (31) 
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uoqexp I yqdN , 

withA = J{3+2qyi)dN. Thus 

X = xoqe ^^exp ( — / -dN 

zj = zoqe^^r^, 

y = ^+yi- (32) 

In the particular case where so = 0, the integrals can be solved analytically, however 
this value for so does not have any physical meaning. 

On the other hand, we can evaluate the integrals using numerical methods for different 
values of the free constants. We can obtain a numerical solution for the system using () 
or directly integrating system (17) with an Adams-Bashforth-Moulton (ABM) method 

and using as initial data the WMAP+BAO+SN recommended values to O)̂  = 0.721, 

n^^l = 0.233, o f ^ = 0.0454, QĴ °̂  = 0.0004, oi"^ = 0.0002, the result is the same. 
For a more general study about the solutions' stability see Matos, Vazquez & Magaiia 

[34] 

The 0^ scalar potential 

We start our cosmological analysis of SFDM taking the potential 

V{(j))=^-m^(j)\ (33) 

developing the standard procedure to transform it into a dynamical system. Using the 
definitions given in (16), the evolution equations (14) for potential (33) transform into 
an autonomous system 

In the following, we investigate if this system can reproduce the observed Universe. 
We introduce the components of the background Universe into the dynamical system 
described by (17) adding to it baryons (b), radiation (z) and neutrinos (v). Thus, the 
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system transforms into 

x' -

u' -

b' -

7> -

v' = 

/' = 

5' = 

= —3x—5M + - n x 

3 ^ 
= 5X+-nM, 

= f(n-i)^ 

^ W-^'^ 
-IHh 
= l^ii, 
= SQS^'', 

(34a) 

(34b) 

(34c) 

(34d) 

(34e) 

(34f) 

(34g) 

with TI = 2x +b + | z + 1 v and the Friedman equation reduces to the constraint 

,2 , ,2 _ 1 (-35^ F = x^ + u^ + b^+z^ + v'- + l'- = 1. 

- -.. , ,^ 

— I^E 

a. 
a. 

X 
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FIGURE 3. Evolution of the density parameters for the system (34) with n = 2 (top panel) This values 
of n are not reproduce the standard behavior of ACDM and « = 1/2 SFDM reproduces the standard 
ACDM behavior (bottom panel). 

Figure 3 shows the numerical solutions of the dynamical system (34). In Fig. 3 we 
have set n = 2,1/2 as examples. From these figures it is clear that for n = 2 and some 
other values such that n > 1 the radiation remains sub-dominant. It means, these values 
of n are not able to explain the big bang nucleosynthesis, since radiation never dominates 
as it is required. On the other hand, where the plot is made for n = 1 /2, and for 0 > n > 1, 
the radiation and the neutrinos behave exactly in the same way as they do in the ACDM 
model, so we expect that these can reproduce the observed Universe. Following the 
radiation dominated era, (p^ dark matter becomes the component that dominates the 
evolution and finally the Universe is dominated by the cosmological constant. Figure 4 
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FIGURE 4. Evolution of the function F = x^ + u^ +b^ +z^ + v^ +f m (}5) for the system (34) with 
n= 1,5, 1/2 and 1/5. Function F is exactly the same for all values of « in all these cases. 

shows the constraint F in (35) in order to visualize the integration's error. Observe that 
i^ « 1 at every point in the evolution, indicating that the Friedmann equation is exactly 
fulfilled all the time, this behavior is exactly the same for all runs. 

The cosh scalar potential 

Now, we are going to compare the above results with the potential 

F((/)) = Fb[cosh(KA(/))-l]. (36) 

where vo and X are free parameters. In order to do so, we introduce new couple of 
variables 

2^0 ic , / I , ^ 
— - c o s h - K A 0 

2^0'c . / I 
— - s i n h ( - K A 0 

Substituting definitions (37) and (16) into equations (14) we obtain 

(37) 

-3x —AvM+ -I lx , 

u' = Xxv+-Ilu, 

4 = 

AxM + - n v , 

f(n-r)z7. 
3 

(38) 
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where we are also using the function n = 2x^ + yz^. Besides that, from the definitions 
(37) it follows the constraint 

« ^ - 3 ^ - ^ 2 ^ ' -̂̂ ŷ  

and the Friedmann equation (15) written in these variables reads 

F = x^+u^+^^+f = \. (40) 

However, equation (40) is actually not real constraint, since they are inhered in the 
dynamical equations (38) (see the above section). Furthermore, constraint (39) is also 
inhered in the dynamical system, observe that if we multiply the second equation of (3 8) 
by 1/2 M and the third by 1/2 v and rest each other, we obtain 

H' = ~nH. (41) 

But this relation follows directly from the field equations (14). This means that system 
(38) is compatible with the constraint (39). Using this constraint (39) in the dynamical 
system (38), we obtain 

x' = —3x — u\IX^u^+l — ] +-Tlx, 

/' = ^ n / . (42) 

We notice, that occurs the same situation as (p^ potential. Introducing again the 
variable s = cte/H with its dynamical equation. 

5' = sas-^ (43) 

we obtain 

x' = —'ix — u\/X^u^+s'^ + -Ilx, 

u' = x\/X^u^ + s^ + -Ilu, 

4 = o(n-r)z7. 
3 

2 

s' = sos-^. (44) 
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FIGURE 5. Evolution of the density parameters for the system (44), where the scalar field potential is 
given by the equation (36). 

The density parameters are the same as we have defined at (20). We solve numerically 
(44) with the same initial conditions as the system of equations (34) and A « 20 Matos, 
et.al. [35]. The solution is shown in Fig. (5). The plot shows the dynamical evolution for 
a Universe with SFDM with the potential (36), notice that is equivalent to potential (33). 

The 0^ scalar potential 

Now, we analyze the cubic potential 

vw=^-^\ 

With this potential, variable u reads 

3H^ ' 

Substituting definition (46) and (16) into equations (14) we obtain 

2 4 3 

x' = -3x-Xs^u^ + -Ux, 
/ , 2 1 3 

U = AXS^ U^ + -Ilu, 

z'. 2(n-r)z7. 

/' - ^m, 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

whereA=3^/Vv^-A gain, we have introduced an external variable s = 1 /H as a control 
variable for the dynamics ofH with its dynamical equation 

SQS (48) 
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FIGURE 6. Evolution of the density parameters for the system (49), where the scalar field potential is 
given by the equation (45). 

where So is a constant. The Friedmann equation is the same as (40). 

From previous sections, we have seen that this constraint is implicit in the dynam
ical system (47). 

Finally, we obtain the close dynamical system for the scalar potential (45) 

, „ 2 4 3 

X = -3x-As^u^ + -Ux, 
I , 2 1 3 

4 = 2^^~^^^^' 

(49a) 

(49b) 

(49c) 

(49d) 

(49e) 

The density parameters are the same as we have defined at (20). We solve numerically 
(49) with the same initial conditions as the system of equations (34) and (44). The 
solution is shown in Fig. (6). The plot shows the dynamical evolution for a Universe with 
SFDM using the potential (45). Observe that at early times the radiation field does not 
dominate the Universe as required and the other fields have not the behavior predicted 
by the standard model. Therefore this scalar potential cannot reproduce the dynamics of 
the observed Universe and then is not a good candidate to be the dark matter. 

The (j)^ scalar potential 

Now, we are going to analyze the potential 

v{<l>) = \<l>\ (50) 
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With this potential, variable u is defined as 

" = 27! :^' 
Substituting definition (51) and (16) into equations (14) we obtain 

(51) 

x' --

u' --

4 = 
/' = 

1 3 i 
= - 3 X - A 5 2 M 2 + - n x 

. 1 1 3 = Xxs^u^ + -Ilu, 

= f(n-r)z7> 

^ lui, (52) 

where A = B'/** 2. As in the cases showed above, we must introduce the external variable 
s = 1 /H as a control variable for the dynamics of H with its dynamical equation (27). 
Again the Friedmann equation is given by equation (40) and we do not need to solve 
this equation because it is implicit in the dynamical system (52). We obtain the close 
dynamical system for the scalar potential (50) 

1 3 3 

x' = -3x-Xs'^u"^ + -Ux, (53a) 

u' = Xxs2u2 + -Uu, (53b) 

4 = | ( n - 7 ) z ^ , (53c) 

/' = | n / , (53d) 
s' = 50 5"*, (53e) 

The density parameters are the same as we have defined at (20). We solve numerically 
(53) with the same initial conditions as the system of equations (34) and (44). The 
solution is shown in Fig. (7). The plot shows the dynamical evolution for a Universe 
with SFDM with the potential (50), observe that the behavior is exactly the same as (j)^ 
potential, therefore this potential is either a good candidate to be SFDM. 

The exp scalar potential 

Finally we analyze the exponential potential 

F((/)) = Foe^^ (54) 
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FIGURE 7. Evolution of the density parameters for the system (53), where the scalar field potential is 
given by the equation (50). 

where Vo and A are free parameters. With the potential (54), variable u reads 

J H 

Substituting definition (55) and (16) into equations (14) we obtain 

(55) 

x' = —3x —AM^ rHx, 

u' = Xxu+ -Ilu, 

z'. (n-7)z^, 

/' - ^nu (56) 

where X = V3X/V2k^. In this case, the system is completely autonomous and is not 
necessary to introduce a external control parameter s for the Hubble parameter H. Thus, 
the Friedmann equation (15) written in these variables reads 

F = x^+u^+zi- 1. (57) 

The above equation is only used in order to compute the integration's error for our 
numerical method. 
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FIGURE 8. Evolution of the density parameters for the system (58), where the scalar field potential is 
given by the equation (54). 

Thus the whole close system is given by 

x' --

u' --

4 = 
/' = 

7 3 = —3x —AM + - n x 

3 
= AXU+ -Ilu, 

= f(n-r)z7> 

^ fn/, 
SQS' 

(58a) 

(58b) 

(58c) 

(58d) 

(58e) 

The density parameters are the same as we have defined in (20). We solve numerically 
(58) with the same initial conditions as the system of equations (34), (44) and (49) and 
A > 0. The solution is shown in Figure (8). The plot shows the dynamical evolution for 
a Universe with SFDM with the potential (54), notice that the behavior of this Universe 
is not in agreement with the predictions of the standard model, therefore we can rule out 
this potential as a possible candidate to dark matter. 

It is remarkable that the dynamic of (p^ and cosh scalar field potentials are indis
tinguishable from the cold dark matter standard model. Thus they can be proposed as an 
alternative candidates to the nature of dark matter. Unfortunately, all the other potentials 
can be ruled out because they can not reproduce the observed dynamic of our Universe. 

SCALAR FIELDS UNIFICATION 

In Perez-Lorenzana, Montesinos & Matos [41] it was proposed a new mechanism to 
unify scalar fields in order to have inflation and late accelerating expansion of the Uni
verse, using a complex scalar field (inflaton-phantom unification) protected by an inter-
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nal .S'0(1,1) symmetry. In this work the authors analyze the corresponding cosmology 
and the stability of the fields. They consider the Lagrange density 

£ = V —g [R — ^(j) — .5% — ^-j 

where ^ = ^d^(i>da(i> + F is the scalar field Lagrangian endowed with the scalar field 
potential V. In this way, the scalar field Lagrangian in terms of the real scalar field 
contains the inflaton part q)i and the phantom part ^ 

In an homogeneous and isotropic universe, the field equations can be written as 

0, 

where for simplicity we have set 

D ^ l -

n^2 4 

dv 

dv 
d(j>2 

Py + ^HjPy 

v = --V{<pi 

= 

= 

— 

92 

0, 

0, (59) 

and • = l / i / -g i3 | ( ( i / -gg ' '^ i3v ) is the D'Alambertian in the Friedman-Robertson-
Walker (FRW) space-time 

ds^ = -dt^-
dr^ 

-——2+r{d9^ + sirf {9)dq)^ 

With these definitions, the field equations of the system are the Friedmann equation 

•-(P2^ + V{(pu(P2) + Pr (60) 

and the corresponding Klein-Gordon equations for the fields (pi and ^ 

dV 
d(pi 
dV 

d(j>2 
Py+mypy = 0, 

^1 + 3//^i ^ 

q>2 + 3H(p2 • 

= 0, 

= 0, 

(61) 

where py stands for the different perfect fluid content of the system with state equations 
Py= (7— l)py. In order to study the stability and the evolution of system (61), it is 
convenient to define new variables dimensionless, as we did in the case of a single scalar 
field, these variables can be defined as 
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^K<Pi ^ _ V K- (P2 

(62) 

where Zy stands for all the perfect fluids. With these new variables the field equations 
(61) transform into 

V - ' 
3 

= -3x-U+-nx, (63a) 

A' =-3A + W + ^nA, (63b) 

4 = ^ ( n - 7 ) z ^ , (63c) 

/' = ^ n / , (63d) 

5' = | n 5 (63e) 

And the Friedman equation (60) transforms into the constrain 
F=x^-A^ + ^^+z^y+f = l (64) 

where now n = 2x^ — 2A^ + jzi and we have defined the potentials 

I] 

(65) 

Notice that this kind of analysis is developed for an arbitrary potential. Nevertheless, 
the whole system is not already close, due to the presence of V which depends on both 
variables (^i, cpz). So, in order to close the system we introduce a couple of auxiliary 
variables which help to complete the dynamical system and its dynamical equations. 

with 
3 

u' = Mixs + -Uu, (67) 
3 

W = M2As+-nw, (68) 
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A' 

W 

4 
/' 

s' 

= -3A + W+-nA, 

3 
= M2As+-nw, 
= | (n-7)z^ , 

3 

3 ^ 
2 

Summarizing, giving an arbitrary potential we calculate the parameters U, W, t, and 
therefore the set of equations which determines the universe evolution with two fields 
are described by 

3 
x' = - 3 x - f / + - n x , (69a) 

3 
u' =Mixs + -Iiu, (69b) 

(69c) 

(69d) 

(69e) 

(69f) 

(69g) 

Observe that system (69) is compatible with (64), i.e., the derivative of i^ with respect 
to Â  is i^' = 3n(i^ — 1). This means that if we start with F = 1, the system will remain 
in this value all the time, as in the single scalar field case. We will use constriction (64) 
as a numerical indicator of the accuracy of the results. Making a similar procedure to 
the single scalar field, we find that equation (69g) is actually an identity and not really 
an equation for s. Thus, we can chose the function s in such a way that we can integrate 
system (69) numerically and check the accuracy of the method using constrain (64). For 
example, if we use the Hubble parameter asH ^^ t^", where t is the cosmological time, 
the behavior of the derivative of the parameter s''~ 5^*, with k = 2 — l/n. Hence, we 
will use this behavior of 5' as an ansatz instead of the equation (69g) in order to integrate 
system (69) numerically. 

In what follows we analyze some examples. 

Example 1: Two Parameters Quadratic Potential 

In this section we give an example using the invariants of the theory (see also Matos, 
et.al. [36]). Consider for instance the simple potential 

F(0) = -Mj [0^(730 +O'^'o] - -M^O'''c7iO+Fo, 

built out of the three S0{ 1,1) invariants. It can be written in terms of real component 
fields as 

1 , / M2 \ ^ 1M^ , 
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u' 

A' 

w' 

4 
/' 

s' 

3 
= Misx+-Ilu, 

= -3A--^us 
Ml 

= M2sA + -nw, 

= ^(n-7)z^, 

3 

= 5 o 5 " * 

The potential is unbounded, but this should not be a matter of concern due to unusual 
dynamics of the phantom. Thus, for this potential we have 

U = Mius-M2WS , W= -us. 
Ml 

2 ^ u^-^-^uW (71) 
Ml 

With the variables (62) equations (69) transform into a dynamical system for the vari
ables {X,U,A,W,ZY,1,S}. 

3 
x' = - 3 x - M i M 5 + M2W5+-nx, (72a) 

(72b) 

WA, (72c) 

(72d) 

(72e) 

(72f) 

(72g) 

where Zy represents the perfect fluid components, for baryons (7=1) and for radiation 
( 7 = 4 / 3 ) . The function n is now 

Il = 2x^-2A^ + yi^. (73) 

As usual, the Friedmann equation transforms into a constriction for the dynamical 
system (69) given for the hyperboloid equation 

x^-A^+zi+f + u^-—uw=\ (74) 
^ Ml 

Notice that the variables u and w are coupled, thus the density parameters for both fields 
can not evolve independently. The convenience of defining the new variables (62) is 
evident when we write the density rates of the Universe. Let pcrit the critical density of 
the Universe, then, the density rates Q.x = Px/Pcrtt are given by 

9 9 9 2M9 
Q,pi+Q,p2 = X^ + M ^ - ^ ^ - — — M W 

^\ = -^ ^̂ r = 27, 
QA = f. {15) 
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where Q^, Q^, QA are respectively the baryon, radiation and the constant VQ density rates 
and Q,pi and Q.,p2 are the density 
showed in Figures (10) and (9) 
and Q,pi and Q.(p2 are the density rates of the corresponding scalar fields. The results are 

a 

FIGURE 9. . Late Universe. We plot the evolution of the densities Ojpj = Q.DM, ̂ (p2 = ^DE, ^radiation 
and O, 'baryons- The initial conditions we use here are the observed values from WMAP5 and SDSS. The 
masses are M\ = \ and Mj = 10 . The integration is made using the Adams-Bashforth-Moulton (ABM) 
method, integrating from a= \ till a = 10^*. The initial values for s = 1000, x = 10^^ and^ = 0. 
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FIGURE 10. Early Universe. In these plots we show the evolutions of the fields (upper panel) during 
N = \ 00-folds. We see that the u field is a source while the ^ and the w fields are attractors. In the low 
panel we show the evolution of the slow roll parameter e. Observe that this parameter is small after 10-
folds, indicating that the system enters into a period of inflation. Here M2-^ 1 x lO^^Mi and the densities 
a r e « = 10"^ w = lO" 'a t W = 1 

Example 2: Three Parameters Quadratic Potential 

In this section we give an example using a more general invariant of the theory (see 
also Matos, et.al. [36]). Consider for instance the simple potential 

1 
F(0) = -MfO' ai^ + -Mi^^^±-nf-^^ai^ + Vo ?(fttf i2(ftt. (76) 
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built out of the three S0{ 1,1) invariants. It can be written in terms of real component 
fields as 

V = \{MJ+Mi)<pf+^-{A4-MJ)<pi 
2 

m 
± Y ^ i ^ + ^o- ^^^^^ 

In what follows for facility we make the transformation 

M\^MI -^ 1M\ (78) 

M\-MI -^ IMI. (79) 

The potential as defined in (77) is now defined as 

V = ^-MW\ ± m2^i(p2 - \MW2. (80) 

2 2 
m m 

U=—sw + Misu , W = —su—MjSW 
M2 Ml 

e = u'-w' + ^ u w (81) 
M1M2 

In this work we will take only the plus sign. Again we use these new variables to trans
form equations (60-61) into the dynamical system for the variables {x,M,^,w,Zy,/,5}, 
given by 

Tit 3 
x' = —3x — -—sw — Misu + -Ilx, (82a) 

M2 2 
3 

u' =MiSX+-nu, (82b) 

tn 3 
A' =-3A + —-su-M2SW+-nA, (82c) 

Ml 2 

w' =M2sA + -nw, (82d) 

4 =^(n-r)z7. (82e) 

/' = ^ n / , (82f) 

s' =^ns (82g) 

x^-A^ + zi+f + u^-Mp- + ^:^^uw=l (83) 
^ M1M2 

where the perfect fluid components for baryons and for radiation are represented by Zy. 
The function n is the same as equation (73), the function F is given by (74) and the rate 
densities are the same as in (75). The results are shown in Figures (13) and (11) 
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' 

FIGURE 11. . We plot the evolution of the densities Ojpj = Q.DM, ̂ (p2 = ^DE, ^r and Oj. The masses 
areMj = 1 x lO^^Mi andm = lO^^Mj. The integration is made using the ABM method, integrating from 
a = 1 till a = 10-^. The initial values for s = 1000, x = 10"^ and^ = 0. 

i l l ^ 

FIGURE 12. . We plot the evolutions of the densities Ojpj = Q.DM, i^c^ = ^DE, ^r andOj as in Fig 11. 
In both panels we set m = 10^^, in the upper panel we take Mi = 10^^ whereas in the lower Mj = 10^^ 
The initial conditions are the same as in this figure and the integration is made using the ABM method, 
integrating from a = 1 till a = 10^*. The initial values for s = 1000, x = 10^' and^ = 0. 

CONCLUSIONS 

SFDM has provided to be an alternative model for the dark matter nature of the Universe. 
We have shown that the scalar field with a ultralight mass condensates very early in the 
Universe and generically form BEC's with a density profile which is very similar as that 
of the CDM model, but with a almost flat central density profile, as it seems to be in 
LSB and dwarf galaxies. This fact can be a crucial difference between both models. If 
the flat central density is no confirmed in galaxies, we can rule out the SFDM model, 
but if this observation is confirmed, this can be a point in favor of the SFDM model. We 
also show that the l/2np-(j)^ potential and the Fb[cosh(KA(/)) — 1] model are in fact the 
same. They have the same predictions, a control variable which determines the behavior 
of the model, given naturally the right expected cosmology and the same cosmology 
as the CDM model. This implies that the differences between both models, the CDM 
and SFDM ones, is in the non linear regime of perturbations. In this way they form 
galaxies and galaxy clusters, specially in the center of galaxies where the SFDM model 
predicts a flat density profile. If the existence of super-symmetry is confirmed, the DM 
super-symmetric particles would be observed by detectors and they would have the right 



FIGURE 13. In these plots we show the evolutions of the fields (upper panel) during N = 100-folds. 
Hereml x lO^^Mi and M2-^ Mi. In the middle panel we show the evolution of the slow roll parameter 
e. Observe that in this case, this parameter takes negative values. Besides, in the low panel we plot the 
behavior of s -^ i/H, we see that this function starts in 100 and after N=100-efolds riches the value 
100.045, this means that s, i.e. the Hubble parameter remains almost constant, indicating that the system 
lie in a de Sitter like behavior Initial conditions are the same as in Fig 9. 

mass, DM density and coupling constant, therefore the SFDM model can be ruled out. 
However, if these observations are not confirmed, the SFDM is an excellent alternative 
candidate to be the nature of the DM of the Universe. 
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